
SML: Sunday Morning Learning

Sundays at 10:00 am
December 13: Don’t Let the Lights Go Out: 
Chanukah in Israel with Rabbi Michal Ken Tor 
from our Sister City in Israel

Michal is a creative and innovative Jewish 
leader, serving as the Rabbi of the Megiddo Regional 
Council and the founder of MEGIDO HARUACH, a new 
nonprofit organization in Megiddo.
January 10: Naomi Blass Schutz, Topic TBD

Rona Balser Book Club

Mondays at 7:00 pm
November 16 and January 18
Read and discuss the latest in Jewish literature 
with writer and critic Greg Chagnonn, who was 

a former Atlanta Journal-Constitution book columnist and 
English teacher. Please check website for book title. 

Book Talks with Rabbi Phil Kranz

Thursday, December 10, 1:00 pm
Rabbi Phil Kranz will lead a lively discussion 
about On Division: A Novel by Goldie Goldbloom, 
Winner for 2020 Best Fiction by the Association 
of Jewish Libraries.

Fall 2020 Adult 
Education Programming

Alembik Lecture: “Pain: Exploring the interplay between 
physical, emotional, and spiritual pain in our lives.” 

Friday, December 4 at 7:30 pm, following services 

Alembik & Chyatte

Semester 1: Jewish Medical Ethics 
with Dr. Shelley Buxbaum
Tuesdays at 10:00 am
November 10, 17 and December 1, 8, 15

Semester 2: Exploring a Forgotten World: A Social History of 
Medieval Jewry as Revealed in the Cairo Genizah with Dr. 
Shelley Buxbaum
Tuesdays, January 12 - March 16, 10:00 am
This course brings to life an exotic era in Jewish history, 
revealing the inner thoughts of real-life characters exploring 
the daily interactions and behaviors of Jewish men, women 
and families living along the Mediterranean more than 
1,000 years ago. All of this has been uncovered through the 
discovery of a collection of worn-out scraps, text fragments, 
and documents from ancient times. 

Melton

Wednesdays at 7:00 pm
November 11 and 18
An engaging and stimulating look at Jewish laws 
surrounding the power of speech, focusing on 

such concepts as lashon ha’rah (derogatory speech) and 
rechilut (gossip). What can we say and how should we say 
it? After a bruising election campaign and record levels of 
societal polarization, join Rabbi Natan Trief for a Jewish 
refresher on the power of words to build and elevate, rather 
than destroy and denigrate. 

She Said What? with Rabbi Natan Trief

The program is a moderated 
conversation between 3 Sinai members: 
one to tackle physical, one for 
emotional, and one to address spiritual 
pain in our lives. Featuring Beth Schafer, 
Jeffrey Grossman, and Betsy Gard; Rick 
Folbaum (CBS46) will be moderating.

No More Hiding Under the Bed: Sex and Intimacy in 
Jewish texts Taught by Rabbi Nikki DeBlosi

Wednesdays at 7:30 pm
December 2, 9, 16
Rabbi Nikki combines a high-level academic 
background with an approachable, pastoral 

presence. She connects folks to the breadth and depth of 
Jewish tradition through inclusive, innovative and insightful 
Jewish teaching, speaking and ritual.

Chyatte: Jews and Genes: The Genetic Future in 
Contemporary Jewish Thought with Rabbi Dr. 
Elliot Dorff

Thursday, January 14, 7:00 - 8:30 pm

Section 1 - Tuesdays, January 5 - February 23, 1:30 pm
Section 2 - Thursdays, January 7-February 25, 7:00 pm

Mussar is a regular practice, designed to help us 
fulfill our very purpose in life, which is to cultivate 
and refine our spiritual character - i.e. to become 
holy. Typically we are either “too strong” or “too 
weak” in one or more soul traits. Mussar practice 

and work help us to move to a more moderate, middle 
position in these soul traits. 
Mussar is a character education program rooted in Jewish 
tradition. The Mussar Va’ad is for high-functioning adults 
who are open to self-exploration and committed to growing 
spiritually within a supportive group process. We use 
readings, discussion, journaling, meditation, practice, and 
chevruta/partner study.

Mussar Class Taught by Steven Chervin


